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General descrip0on: 

Computa3onal prototyping is a workhorse in both industry and research environments, especially in 
Applied Electromagne3cs (EM), where the complexity of realis3c structures poses a challenge to most 
analysis and design methodologies.  

 

The idea of the project is to extend the capabili3es of BEMPP (www.bempp.com), an open source, full-
wave EM solver using Boundary Elements formula3ons (BEM). The new func3onality will enable 
BEMPP to analyze complex EM systems containing metallic wires and surfaces contemporarily. This 
contribu3on will allow TNO and TU Del1 to exploit the new features in real-life applica3ons, like 
Electromagne3c Compa3bility; moreover, the analysis and implementa3on of the “wire” and “wire-
junc3on” func3ons in the context of proper EM func3onal spaces is a very relevant addi3on for the 
numerical EM community.  

 

Detailed descrip0on: 

In the specifics, the project consists of: 

1. Review the literature on the Boundary Elements Method, also known in the EM community as 
the Method of Moments, in par3cular the formula3ons for wires, surfaces and wire-surface 
junc3ons. 

2. Familiarize themselves with BEMPP, in par3cular the “big-picture” regarding compa3ble BEM 
vector spaces used in EM, e.g. Raviart-Thomas (or Rao-Wilton-Glisson, a.k.a. RWG), Nédélec, 
and Buffa-Chris3ansen spaces. 



3. Familiarize themselves with state-of-the-art scien3fic so1ware development, in par3cular 
understanding the different levels involved in modern numerical tools development and 
proper design (e.g. documenta3on, version control, object oriented design, tes3ng, etc.). 

4. Implement Pocklington’s formula3on for wires and wire-surface junc3ons in BEMPP (at least 
the Numba kernels), following BEMPP guidelines for contribu3ons in the context of open 
source, e.g. use of support tools like Issues and Pull requests for collabora3ve development in 
plaeorms such as GitHub, among others.  

5. Validate the implemented solu3on with available tools, such as commercial solvers or else. 
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